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With our 2018 latest version of the training, you can confidently 
design every detail that you can imagine and simulate spectacu-
lar 2D and 3D designs and also simplify the documentation 
process. Enhance your learning experience with our personalized 
and systematically progressive approach.

All aspects of the course including advanced features comprise 
plenty of practical exercises that will give you an edge over the 
similar courses in the market. Finally, our course will make you an 
expert in using AutoCAD in a much faster time than others. Learners-
Point is an Autodesk authorized Institute; our AutoCAD lessons are 
taught on the Autodesk 2021 version to train students in 2D & 3D 
design skills. You will further learn to use commands, objects, 
surfaces, and solids, and work with dimensions, regions, and 
boundaries to create professionally executed designs. You will also 
be provided with training materials and will engage you with 
capstone projects to ensure maximum benefits out of the training.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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The course offers ability to create diagrams and illustrations using AutoCAD that can lead to a range of AutoCAD jobs in many 
fields such as architectural electrical, mechanical, aeronautical and civil drafting in Dubai.
CAD professionals create diagrams in the field of architecture, construction, and electronics and as well as mechanical domains. 
There are several career specializations available in AutoCAD and related fields.
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Altering objects

• Stretch objects
• Offset objects
• Create a radius between objects
• Trim and extend objects
• Break and join objects

Annotations

• Work with text: text styles,
• Text justification, and multi-line text
• Set the annotative property for objects
• Create and use multileaders
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Create template content

• Create and use templates
• Creating additional drawing
 Objects hide and isolate objects
• Create polylines
• Edit polylines

Dimensioning

• Create dimensions
• Edit dimensions
• Work with dimension styles
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Drawing organization
and inquiry commands

• Calculate the area of objects
• Change object properties
• Use layers

Hatching objects

• Use hatching

Insert and manage
external references

• Apply external references
 Isolate or hide displayed objects
• Isolate and hide objects
 Manipulating objects
• Use grips
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The autocad 3D workspace

• The 3D Interface

• The Ribbon & panels

• Navigating the document

• Modeling Tools

• Setting Units & Limits

• Model & Paper spaces

• Creating 3D templates

Creating models

• Wireframe modeling

• Adding surfaces

• Primitive solids

• Complex solids

• Dynamic UCS
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Boolean operations
• Union of solids
• Subtracting solids
• Intersecting solids
• Filleting edges
• Chamfering edges

Working with 2D profiles
• Converting lines to polylines
• Extruding profiles
• Revolving round an axis
• Sweeping round a Path
• Lofting through a Path
• The polysolid tool
• The 3D array tool
• Shell & slice tools
• Imprint & section planes
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Lighting the model
• Creating & modifying lights
• Photometric lighting
• Applying realistic

Applying materials
• Applying realistic materials
• Materials libraries
• Creating materials
• Modifying materials

Rendering Still Images
• Rendering options
• Best file format

Rendering an Animation
• Creating a Camera path
• Previewing an Animation
• Frame rate & resolution
• Best File Formats



We, at Learners Point, take immense pride in our teach-
ing methods and instructors. Our instructors are some of 
the best experts from their fields and employ a practical 
approach to learning. Many of them are globally recog-
nised and have a diverse set of experience in their field 
of expertise. You are always sure to have the best in the 
industry as your teachers who are ready to guide you at 
every step and make the experience informative yet 
enjoyable. Apart from the focus on learning your chosen 
course, our instructors also encourage students to devel-
op communication skills and interpersonal skills neces-
sary to excel in the practical world. We offer one of the 
best AutoCAD 2D and 3D training in Dubai.

Trainer

About our trainer

Our cutting edge teaching methods make every 
program an immersive and productive experience for 
the learners. Our learning methods are research-driven 
and are continuously updated to stay relevant to pres-
ent times as well as the future. You will enjoy practical 
applications of everything learned through theory and 
regular mock examinations to help monitor your 
progress. Our courses are led by an instructor in a 
classroom setup and we do offer online high-quality 
sessions as well for individuals. We also monitor the 
training sessions with a progress tracker to maintain 
high standards of instruction & ethics.
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Ramchandra Menon
“I have completed AutoCAD and Revit architecture courses 
from Learners Point. I am very thankful to both my trainer 
and my course advisor. Our trainer was having the strong 
technical capability and real-world knowledge for AutoCAD 
and Revit. He shared the practical insights. Also their class-
room atmosphere was very learning-friendly.
I truly recommend all of you to join Learners Point without a 
second thought."

Hameed Ansari
“I recently did the AutoCAD course from Learners Point. It 
was a very informative and educational experience. I appre-
ciate the support from the trainer regarding the training 
and schedule. Thank you Learners Point for this wonderful 
training and help me get a better job.”
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